In situ atomic force microscopy has been used to investigate step dynamics and surface evolution during the growth of single crystals of canavalin, a protein with a well known structure. Growth occurs by step flow on complex dislocation hillocks, and involves the formation and incorporation of small, mobile molecular clusters. Defects in the form of hollow channels are observed and persist over growth times of several days. The results are used to establish a physical picture of the growth mechanism, and estimate the values of the free energy of the step edge, n, and the kinetic coefficient, P.
The crucial functions of biological systems are governed by macromolecules, such as proteins and nucleic acids, whose specific roles are in turn defined by their structures.
Experimentally, macromolecular structure is determined using x-ray crystallographic methods [1, 2] which require large, uniform single crystals of the macromolecules. However, crystallization of proteins and other biological molecules is highly problematic, to such an extent that it has become the rate limiting step in most structure analyses. This is true, in large part, because little is know of the growth mechanisms, the events leading to nucleation, or the fundamental thermodynamic and kinetic parameters that determine growth rates and surface morphologies. Less still is understood about the incorporation of defects, the forces responsible for the orientation and bonding of molecules in the lattice, or the role of transport processes, a factor of particular relevance to studies of the phenomenon in microgravity environments [3, 4] . A more detailed and comprehensive understanding of all these questions is required if the current obstacles to macromolecular crystal growth are to be overcome.
Beyond this important practical consideration is the realization that the slow growth kinetics and large molecular diameters of biological molecules make macromolecular crystals ideal systems for the investigation of homoepitaxy in real time using scanned probe microscopics. While real time experiments have been performed using scanning tunneling microscopy on both metal [5] and semiconductor [6, 7] surfaces, limited progress has been made due to the rapid kinetics of atomic motion on such surfaces and the influence of the voltage at the tip on that motion. In addition, these studies have focused on adatom motion in systems with low surface coverage, rather than the advance of the crystal surface itself. Following the demonstration of atomic force microscopy (AFM) as a useful tool for investigating both solution crystal growth
[g] and biological structures [9] , Durbin and Carlson [10] successfully used AFM to monitor the growth of single crystals of the protein lysozyme. Their observations were consistent with the general physical picture of growth first developed for inorganic systems by Burton, Cabrera, and Frank [11] . In that model, growth from solution occurs by step-flow on steps generated by screw dislocations of two-dimensional (2D) nucleation through incorporation of monomers at the step edges, either directly from solution or following adsorption onto and diffusion across the terraces. During of 38 mg/ml were prepared as described previously [12] .
Crystals of canavalin were nucleated on etched glass substrates within the sealed Quid cell of a Digital Nanoscope III atomic force microscope whose basic operation has been described elsewhere [8] . After mixing of the stock solution with the precipitant Dullecco-phosphate buffered saline (2 X DPBS) in the ratio of 1:1. 5, the resulting solution was injected into the cell and allowed to incubate until crystals of 10 -500 p, m in size were observed. Images were collected in contact mode, using cantilevers with nominal force constants of 0.06 to 0.38 N-m Forces of (0.1 to 0.5 nN were applied during imaging.
With forces in this range, our experiments on numerous crystalline systems have shown that crystals can be imaged during growth without destruction of steps.
Canavalin crystallizes in many forms, depending on the crystallization conditions [13] . We observed the growth on the [100) face of rhombohedral canavalin crystals of space group R3. The structure of this crystal form, as well as that of the canavalin trimer which occupies the lattice sites, is shown in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) . The canavalin trimer forms a three-sided ring with an outside diameter of 8.6 -8.8 nm, an inside diameter 1.8 nm, and a thickness of 3.5 -4.0 nm. As Fig. 1(b) Fig. 1(d) in raw form, and after filtering, using the Fourier transform.
The rhombohedral structure is seen clearly, and the measured lattice spacing and angles agree with the crystallographic data for this structure [13] . Growth While distortion in the fast scan direction is likely for weakly bound objects on the surface, the measured dimension in the slow scan direction should be considerably less distorted. If these clusters are ordered, then the size range in this direction is no larger than that of hexagonally packed clusters of canavalin trimers with the first few rings filled as shown in Fig. 1(c) . Recently, Rosenfeld et al. [14] reported that, under certain conditions, the growth of Pt (111) The fundamental growth parameters n, the free energy of the step edge per unit step height, and p, the kinetic coefficient for step motion, can be estimated from these AFM results. The relationship between n and r"t he critical radius of curvature for an island or step, is given by [11] r, = coo./kTo, (I) where cu is the specific molecular volume and is equal to 4.1 X 10 ' cm in rhombohedral canavalin, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature, and o is the relative supersaturation.
The value of r, is bounded by the maximum curvature of the steps which, based on a large number of measurements of small capes (any convex portion of a step) on the step edges, is 95~28 nm. For a typical supersaturation used in the experiments (cr = 0.6), we find that n ( 0.6 erg/cm . This in one to three orders of magnitude smaller than in inorganic systems [15] and reflects the high solvent content (30% -90%) of macromolecular crystals. Due to nearly equivalent environments in the solid and the solution, the amount of work required to create surface states can be expected to be lower in these systems.
The kinetic coefficient p is defined by the relationship [16] v = o) p(c -c,), (2) where v is the step velocity, and c and c, are the actual and equilibrium concentrations, respectively, of canavalin trimers in the solution.
Step speeds were about 10 cm/s for c = [18] and other [19, 20] showed that, for sufficiently large Burgers vectors, a growth spiral should contain a hollow core. De Yoreo, Land, and Dair [21] found that the sizes of dislocation cores in KH2PO4 were in agreement with these theoretical predictions. We observed a number of holes in the surface of canavalin which persisted over growth times of several days to form hollow channels (see Fig. 2 (3) are incorported at step edges in subsequent images. The apparent irregular motion of the step is an artifact of the collection scheme. When an upward scan is followed by a downward scan as in (a) and (b), the portion of the step in the lower part of the image appears to advance farther than that in the upper part. [17] . Following inclusion of a foreign particle, the site of incorporation becomes a hollow channel of the same size as the particle. This process was reported by Durbin [10] and is described in detail by Malkin et al. [17] .
Finally, we found that the growth rate of canavalin was enhanced in the area scanned by the AFM tip. Upon increasing the scan size, the steps that had been generated within the scanned region were found to be bunched up at the edges, as shown in Fig. 2(e) . This effect was not observed in other systems [17] , and shows that mixing of the otherwise stagnant solution by the AFM tip near the crystal increases the growth rate. Figure 3 shows 
